Dynamic sequence respiratory gated perfusion pulmonary SPECT without external tracking device.
The purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate a new method for respiratory gated pulmonary perfusion SPECT (RGPS) based on dynamic acquisition without using an external tracking device (ETD) or list-mode data acquisition. In the phantom study, our method used a dynamic sequence technique, which was specified by sequences of 50-ms acquisition during 30 s per view of SPECT instead of using an ETD. For this purpose, we created a computer program that identified respiratory phases by calculating the center of activity (COA) in each dynamic frame image. We compared RGPS using the dynamic sequence acquisition (RGPS-DS) and RGPS using ETD (RGPS-ETD) in phantom studies employing a cylinder phantom filled with technetium-99m solution attached to an instrument providing a simple harmonic motion. In the patient study, RGPS-DS was applied to data collected from 3 patients during a routine study of Tc-MAA pulmonary perfusion SPECT. In the phantom study, the calculation of COA indicated a good agreement between RGPS-DS and RGPS-ETD. With an oscillatory phantom movement amplitude of 30 mm, the amplitudes determined by RGPS-DS and RGPS-ETD (28.36 and 27.58 mm, respectively) were identical on considering a pixel size of 4.66 mm for reconstructed SPECT images. In the patient study, applicability of our method to patient data was demonstrated. We have showed the feasibility of our method to obtain RGPS without ETD, and conclude that RGPS-DS may be an innovative and efficient technique in respiratory gated pulmonary perfusion SPECT. Further studies with a larger number of patients should demonstrate the accuracy of our method.